WORKBOOK
Push and Pull
What do you push and pull in the playground? Draw pictures about them.

Push to Play

Pull to Play

Fill in the blanks with correct words to complete the sentence.

We ________ and ________ when we play.

Match the pictures with their effects.

1. Push the ball. Pushing makes it go up in the air.

2. Pull the bicycle. Pulling makes it go forward.

Trace the words to complete the sentences about the pictures above.
Find and circle the words listed in the Word Bank.

[Word Bank]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>spin</th>
<th>swing</th>
<th>wagon</th>
<th>move</th>
<th>ribbon</th>
<th>air</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Look at the pictures and use the words from the Word Bank to complete the sentences.

1. Pushing **makes** it spin.
2. Pushing makes it **go** up in the air.
3. Pulling makes the ribbon **move**.
4. Pulling makes it go **forward**.
Look at the pictures. Are the objects being pushed or pulled? Circle the correct words.

1. push        pull
2. push        pull
3. pull        push
4. push        pull

Write the words to complete the sentences.

1. **Push** the merry-go-round.
2. **Pull** the wagon.
3. **Pull** the rope.
4. **Push** the swing.

Write **T** if the sentences match the pictures and **F** if not.

1. Pushing makes it go up in the air. **F**
2. Pushing makes the merry-go-round spin. **F**
3. Pulling makes the ribbon move. **T**
4. Pulling makes the wagon go forward. **T**
Look at the pictures. Then write the numbers of the pictures next to the matching sentences.

1. Pushing makes it go up in the air.
2. Pulling makes the ribbon move.
3. Pushing makes it go forward.
4. Pulling makes it spin.

Draw lines to connect the matching sentences and the pictures.

Push the swing. Pull the rope. Pull the wagon.

Pulling makes it go forward. Pushing makes it go up in the air. Pulling makes the ribbon move.
Look at the pictures and circle the correct action words.

1. Pushing makes the merry-go-round (go/spin).
2. Pulling makes it (go/spin) forward.

Look at the pictures and circle the correct words and write them in the blanks to complete the sentences.

1. Pulling makes the ribbon ____move____.
2. Pushing makes it ____spin____.
3. Pulling makes it ____go____ forward.

Look at the pictures. Then draw the effect of each picture.

1. Pushing and pulling helps us play.
   Push the ball.
   Pull the kite.
   Pulling

Write about the pictures above.

Pushing makes the merry-go-round (go/spin).
Pulling makes it (go/spin) forward.
Pushing makes it ____spin____.
Pulling makes the ribbon ____move____.
Pulling makes it ____go____ forward.
Listen to the sentence and fill in the blanks.

1. We push and ___pull___ when we play.

2. Push the ___swing___.

3. ____Pushing___ makes it go ___up____ in the air.

4. Pulling ___makes___ the ribbon ___move____.

5. ____Pushing___ and ___pulling___ helps us play.
Sailing makes the yacht go through water.

Running makes the pinwheel spin.